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Of Edward Said's Powerful Essays
The collection of essays titled "In Praise of Barbarians: Essays Against Empire"

by Edward Said is a thought-provoking and impactful body of work that

challenges the dominant narratives of empire. Said, a renowned Palestinian-

American scholar and literary critic, explores various aspects of imperialism,

colonialism, and cultural representations in this compelling collection.

The Power of Barbarism

Said's work in "In Praise of Barbarians" highlights the significance of viewing

history and contemporary events through the lens of the marginalized and

oppressed. By reclaiming the concept of barbarism, which has been historically

associated with savagery and backwardness, Said argues for a reevaluation of its

meaning. By embracing what has been labeled as barbarism, oppressed people

can resist the oppressive forces of empire and challenge the established power

structures.

The essays in this collection provide a profound analysis of the role of culture,

literature, and media in perpetuating imperialist ideologies. Through critical

readings of influential writers and thinkers, Said demonstrates how dominant

narratives are carefully crafted to uphold the superiority of empire and marginalize

the voices of the subjugated.
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Challenging Orientalism

One of Said's most renowned works, "Orientalism," is extensively discussed in

this collection. Said's analysis of Orientalism unveils the deep-seated Eurocentric

biases and stereotypes that have shaped Western knowledge about the Middle

East and Asia. He argues that these misconceptions perpetuated by Orientalist

scholars have not only influenced academia but have also justified imperialist

endeavors and enabled cultural hegemony.

Through these essays, Said powerfully critiques Orientalism as an imperial tool

that constructs a binary opposition between the East and West, portraying the

East as primitive and uncivilized. He urges the need for a more nuanced

understanding of cultures and societies outside the West, emphasizing that true

knowledge can only be acquired by engaging with the "other" on their terms

rather than through preconceived notions.

Resistance and Identity

Said's essays in "In Praise of Barbarians" also delve into the notion of resistance

and the significance of reclaiming identity. He argues that by resisting empire, the

oppressed can regain a sense of agency and challenge the dominating narratives
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of power. Through literature, music, and art, the marginalized can articulate their

experiences and assert their humanity, ultimately challenging the dehumanizing

effects of imperialism.

Said further emphasizes that resistance is not limited to physical acts but also

extends to the realm of ideas and intellectual discourse. By engaging in critical

dialogue, challenging prevailing paradigms, and offering alternative perspectives,

individuals can contribute to dismantling the structures of empire and shaping a

more just and equitable world.

Influence and Legacy

Edward Said's collection of essays continues to shape academic discourse and

inspire activists worldwide. His daring exploration of colonialism, imperialism, and

culture has paved the way for critical engagement with issues of power, identity,

and representation. Said's work remains a powerful reminder that narratives are

not fixed but rather constructed, and that challenging these narratives is crucial in

the fight against injustice.

"In Praise of Barbarians: Essays Against Empire" is an intellectual tour de force

that invites readers to question the dominant narratives of empire. Edward Said's

profound analysis of imperialism, colonialism, and cultural representations

provides invaluable insights into the complexities of power and oppression. By

reclaiming the concept of barbarism and challenging Orientalist discourses, Said

urges a reevaluation of our understanding of the "other" and advocates for

resistance as a means of asserting agency and reclaiming identity. His powerful

essays, as showcased in this collection, continue to resonate and inspire critical

thought and action against empire.
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The social critic and Set the Night on Fire co-author tackles the fashion for

empires and white men’s burdens in this 2007 collection of radical essays.

With In Praise of Barbarians, Mike Davis skewers contemporary idols such as Mel

Gibson, Niall Ferguson, and Howard Dean; unlocks some secret doors in the

Pentagon and the California prison system; visits Star Wars in the Arctic and

vigilantes on the border; predicts ethnic cleansing in New Orleans more than a

year before Katrina; recalls the anarchist avengers of the 1890s and “teeny-

bopper” riots on the Sunset Strip in the 1960s; discusses the moral bankruptcy of

the Democrats in Kansas and West Virginia; remembers “Private Ivan,” who

defeated fascism; and looks at the future of capitalism from the top of Hubbert’s

Peak.

No writer in the United States today brings together analysis and history as

comprehensively and elegantly as Mike Davis. In these contemporary,

interventionist essays, Davis goes beyond critique to offer real solutions and

concrete possibilities for change.
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Praise for Mike Davis

“Davis remains our penman of lost souls and lost scenarios: He culls nuggets of

avarice and depredation the way miners chisel coal.” —The Nation

“A rare combination of an author, Rachel Carson and Upton Sinclair all in one.” —

Susan Faludi, author of Backlash

“Davis’ work is the cruel and perpetual folly of the ruling elites.” —New York Times
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The Unsettling Evolution: A Brief History Of
The Car Bomb That Shaped Our World
A car bomb, an epitome of terror and destruction, has been an insidious

weapon throughout history. This article takes a deep dive into the dark

realms of car bombs, exploring...
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7 Ways The Crusades In The Modern World
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The Crusades were a series of religious wars fought between Christians

and Muslims in the Middle Ages. Though they took place centuries ago,

their impact can still be felt...
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